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ABSTRACT
In the efficient management of the supply chain the optimal management
of transport of consumables and finished products appears. The costs
associated with transport have direct impact on the final value consumers
must pay, which in addition to requiring competitive products also demand
that they are generated in environmentally friendly organizations.
Aware of this reality, this document is intended to be a starting point for
Master’s and Doctoral degree students who want to work in a line of
research recently proposed: green routing. The state of the art of the
vehicle routing problem is presented in this paper, listing its variants,
models and methodologies for solution. Furthermore, the proposed
interaction between variants of classical routing problems and
environmental effects of its operations, known in the literature as GreenVRP is presented. The goal is to generate a discussion in which
mathematical models and solution strategies that can be applied within
organizations that consider within their objectives an efficient and
sustainable operation are posed.
KEY WORDS: Heuristics for the vehicle routing problem, vehicle routing
problem, Emission estimation techniques, green transportation
REVISIÓN DE LA LITERATURA DEL PROBLEMA DE RUTEO DE
VEHÍCULOS EN UN CONTEXTO DE TRANSPORTE VERDE
RESUMEN
En el gerenciamiento eficiente de la cadena de suministro aparece la
gestión óptima del transporte de insumos y productos terminados. Los
costos asociados al transporte tienen impacto directo sobre el valor final
que deben pagar los consumidores, que además de requerir productos
competitivos también exigen que los mismos sean generados en
organizaciones amigables con el medioambiente.
Consientes de esa realidad este documento pretende ser un punto de
partida para estudiantes de maestría y doctorado que quieran trabajar en
una línea de investigación propuesta recientemente: el ruteo verde. En
este trabajo se muestra un estado del arte del problema de ruteo de
vehículos, enumerando sus variantes, modelos y metodologías de
solución. Además, se presenta la interacción que se ha propuesto entre
variantes clásicas de los problemas de ruteo y los efectos ambientales de
su operación, denominados en la literatura como Green-VRP. El objetivo
es generar una discusión donde se planteen modelos matemáticos y
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estrategias de solución que puedan ser aplicadas en organizaciones que
consideren dentro de sus objetivos una operación eficiente y sustentable.

PALABRAS CLAVE
Heurísticas para el problema de ruteo de vehículos, problema de ruteo de
vehículos, técnicas de estimación de emisiones, transporte verde.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today the world population is nearly 7 billion people and is projected to
reach 9 billion by 2040. An important component of the middle class
population is characterized by its size and the high requirement level of a
variety of resources. According to forecasts, this segment of the population
will increase by 3.000 million in the next 20 years, which will increase the
use of the requested resources exponentially.
In 2012, the Panel on Global Sustainability of the United Nations (UN)
drew attention to an important fact: The world requires ensuring their global
needs. These needs are essentially water, food and energy. There is
however one aspect of great relevance overlooked and that is related to
the ongoing pursuit of social welfare: mobility. The little planned road
infrastructure and uncontrolled vehicles incorporating this infrastructure,
growth leads humanity to a global gridlock. To date has nearly 2000 million
vehicles, according to Ford projections, in 2040 will be 4 billion. 75% of the
world population will live in towns and cities there will be about 50 to more
than 10 million.
Global gridlock directly affects the quality of life of city dwellers. The
proposed solution to this problem necessarily pass through aspects such
as: 1) Service Management (solid waste collection, definition of emergency
routes, logistics distribution plans and gathering); 2) supply chain (transport
of inputs and goods); 3) urban transport planning and 4) transportation of
workforce serving various support services, such as in the case of gas
companies, electricity and water supply. A distribution company as well as
public transportation company requires managing their fleet supported by a
set of associated equipment and services.
The problem of transport of goods, commodities and people is as relevant
as when it was raised in 1959 by Dantzig and Ramser (1959), where it was
considered as a generalization of the traveling salesman problem. The first
article in which the phrase “Vehicle routing” appeared is attributed to
Golden et al (1972) ). Other versions of Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP)
appeared in the early 70s. Liebman and Marks (1970) presented
mathematical models that represent routing problem associated with the
collection of wastes; Levin (1971) posed the problem of fleet vehicles;
Wilson et al. (1971) presented the problem of telephone request for
transportation service for persons with disabilities and Marks and Stricker
(1971) presented a model for routing public service vehicles. Some
probabilistic concepts were associated with the problem by Golden and
Stewart (1975). In Solomon (1987) constraints of time windows were
included; Sariklis and Powell (2000) proposed a problem where the vehicle
does not return to the point where the journey begins. Recently, some
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specific conditions have been added to approach VRP to real life
problems, resulting in several variants which modify constraints or the
objective function of the basic VRP optimization model.
The purpose of this paper is to present the state-of-the-art of VRP
considering it is an important supply chain element. Separate the problem
into categories, considering different situations, mathematical models and
solution techniques. In addition a review of the techniques used in the
calculation of fuel consumption and the way to involve it to the VRPs,
which has led an interesting area of research Green-VRPs.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the importance of
transportation in the supply chain is presented. Next, in section 3 the VRP
is classified. The mathematical models are described in section 4. Further,
the solution techniques are listed in section 5. An overview of emission
estimation techniques is shown in section 6. Finally trends and future
directions in Green VRP are presented in section 7.

2. IMPORTANCE OF TRANSPORTATION IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN
In recent years, consumers, businesses and governments have increased
their attention to the environment. Society is more aware of the
environmental damage caused by human activity and is more concerned
about the indiscriminate use of natural resources. A growing interest is also
seen by companies to reduce the environmental impact of their products
and services (Quariguasi et al., 2009).
The chain management “green” supply has been defined as:
[…] the integration of environmental thinking within the
administration of the supply chain, including design, selection of
sources of raw materials, manufacturing processes and product
delivery end consumers as well as the administration of the
products when they end their life. (Srivastava, 2007,p. 54)
Interest in this area has increased significantly in business, for employees
of organizations, governments and benefits companies looking to
implement “green” supply chain , including cost reduction, improved
product and process quality, risk reduction and improving financial
performance (Vachon and Klassen, 2008; Sarkis, Zhu and Lai, 2011).
With regard to the environment, transportation is one of the most visible
within the supply chain aspects. The amount of carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions from transport is calculated at 14% of total emissions. Transport
is also the main source of nitrogen dioxide (NOx), sulfur dioxide (SO2) and
other particles (McKinnon and Woodburn, 1996). The results of studies of
the most important factors for emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) in road
transport are presented in Piecyk (2010).
United States has established standards for NOx, SO2 and PM for trucks
based on the standard Euro V, regulated by the European commission,
and that is part of a package of measures adopted by the European
Parliament in 2007. According to the results studies, the trucks are much
cleaner for the environment than most ships and trains. Offshore vessels
emit large amounts of NOx. It is estimated that these emissions exceed the
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total emissions from land transport unless action is taken there on Dekker,
Bloemhof and Mallidis (2012).
Transportation modes (e.g. Airplane, boat, truck, train, barge or pipeline)
have different characteristics in terms of cost, transit time, accessibility and
environmental performance. In Leal and D’Agosto (2011) a method for
selecting the mode of transport, applied to the transport of bio-ethanol in
Brazil is presented, this is an adaptation of the methodology called MCM
(The Modal Choice Method). Some questions to be addressed in the
“green” supply chain are: how much does it improve the environment? How
to balance environmental concerns and profitability in business? The socalled eco-efficient solutions show that additional efforts are required to
improve the quality of the environment.

3. VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM
In its general form the objective of the VRP is to design a set of minimum
cost routes that serves a number of places, geographically dispersed, and
fulfilling specific constraints of the problem. Since its first formulation in
1959, there have been many publications and has expanded its scope.
Initial studies were conducted for analyzing the distribution management.
In the last decade there have been significant advances in terms of the
technical solution to resolve large instances. Another aspect that has
gained interest is the inclusion of technological innovations in the VRP.
These include global positioning systems, radio frequency identification
and use of high-capacity computer information processing (Ghannadpour
et al., 2014).
3.1. Classification of VRP problems
VRP problems can be classified creating taxonomy or creating a
generalized framework that summarizes the existing models, the objectives
pursued and the theories associated with the analysis of the problem
(Reisman, 1992).
Two-Echelon Vehicle Routing Problem (2E-VRP): the goods are delivered
from depots to intermediary satellites, also known as intermediate depots,
and then to the customers. Crainic et al. (2010 presented analysis about
the problem; Perboli and Tadei (2010) showed mathematical models that
represents the problem.
symmetric capacitated VRP (ACVRP): The costs of the arcs are
asymmetric. Indicates that the cost to travel from consumer i to
consumer j is different from j to i. The problem has been solved in different
ways, for example Laporte and Nobert (1987) proposed an exact
algorithm, Vigo (1996) presented a heuristic algorithm; Pessoa, Uchoa and
Aragão (2008) proposed a robust Branch and Bound Algorithm.
Arc Routing Problem (ARP): It must find the shortest route through all the
paths and return to its starting position. Applications: garbage collection,
reading utility. Models relaxations and exacts approaches can be found in
Toth and Vigo (2002). Lancomme, Prins and Ramdane (2001) have solved
the problem using Genetic algorithms. Martinelli, Poggi and Subramanian
(2011) have posed new bounds for large scale instances.
CVRP (Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem): It takes into account the
vehicle capacity. The nodes are assigned specific demands. Baldacci and
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Mingozzi (2004), Baldacci, Toth and Vigo (2010)solved the problem using
exact algorithms (, .
Dial-a-ride Problem (DARP): this problem is modeled to represent the
transportation for the elderly, disabled, ambulances used in regular
services, animals and goods, time sensitive transportation, taxis, courier
service. The following authors presented papers in this topic: Cordeau and
Laporte (2003) presented DARP state of the art, Cordeau (2006) solved
the problem with a Branch and Cut algorithm -- Jorgensen and Larsen
(2006) proposed a Genetic algorithm --- to solve the problem.
Distance-Constrained Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (DCVRP): For
each route, capacity restriction is replaced by a maximum length or by a
time constraint. Kara (2010, 2011) presented integer programming
formulations.
The Emissions Vehicle Routing problem (EVRP): The minimization of
emissions and fuel consumption is the main objective or part of
generalized cost function. The VRP considering environmental pollution
has also been called Pollution routing problem (PRP)by Bektas and
Laporte( 2011), Fuel consumption routing problem (FCVRP) byXiao et al.,
(2012), Green Vehicle routing problem by Erdogan and Miller-Hooks(
2012).
Generalized VRP (GVRP): In this variant the clients are divided in clusters.
If a client is attended, then it is considered that the whole cluster is
attended. Applications in communications and distribution networks have
been reported. Formulations can be found in Ghiani and Impronta (2000);
strategy of solution based on Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) in Pop,
Pintea and Zelina (2008). Baldacci, Bartolini and Laporte (2010) presented
an exhaustive survey on GVRP and its applications.
Location Routing Problem (LRP):In this problem are solved three problems
simultaneously : location of depots, definition of routes and assigning
routes to opened depots. . Prins et al.(2007) solved the problem using
Lagrangiean relaxation with granular search .Escobar, Linfati and Toth
(2013); Contardo, Cordeau and Gendron, (2014) have solved the problem
using matheuristics 3. Recently Prodhon and Prins (2014) analyzed all
available literature about this variant of VRP and proposed new searching
lines in this direction.
Multi-Depot Vehicle Routing Problem (MDVRP): In this variant several
depots are considered to serve clients. Clients are usually assigned to
depots using clustering strategies. Some solution techniques have been
used in this problem for exampleRenaud et al (1996), Salhi and Sari (1997)
solved the problem with heuristics.; Ombuki-Berman and Hanhar (2009)
with Genetic Algorithms (). Vidal et al. (2014) presented a new state of the
art results for MDVRP and multi-depot vehicle fleet mix problems
(MDVFMP) with unconstrained fleet size.
OVRP (Open VRP): The goal of the OVRP is to design a set of
Hamiltonian paths (open routes) to serve customer demand. Applications:
delivery of school meals, school bus routing, the home delivery of
packages and newspapers trains, among others. Li, Golden and Wasil
(2007) provided a survey on the algorithms for solving OVRP. Li, Leung
and Tian (2012) proposed a multi-start adaptive memory based Tabu
Search algorithm for the heterogeneous fixed fleet open vehicle routing
problem.
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Periodic Vehicle Routing Problem (PVRP): In this problem is considered
the deliveries to customer done on certain days of the week. Hemmelmayr
and Doerner (2009); Cacchiani, Hemmelmayr and Tricoire (2014)has been
solved the problem successfully using heuristics ().
Real time dynamic VRP (RTDVRP): Extension of VRPTW, consider traffic
conditions. Vehicle dynamic allocation. Ghiani et al. (2003) presented
algorithms and parallel computing strategies. Giagli et al. (2004) presented
mobile technologies applied to the problem.
Split Delivery VRP (SDVRP): Each customer is required to be visited by
exactly one vehicle and the objective is to minimize the total distance
traveled. The restriction that each customer has to be visited exactly once
is removed, split deliveries are allowed. Archetti, Savelsbergh and
Speranza (2006) presented a survey of the state-of-the-art. Wilck IV and
Cavalier (2012)have posed a construction heuristic.
Stochastic VRP (SVRP): Stochastic Modeling of at least one of its
variables: on set and / or customer demand. Bertsimas (1992) analyzed
the problem using a variety of theorical approaches and proposed
heuristics like re-optimization strategy. A Tabu Search heuristic was
proposed by Shen, Ordóñez and Dessouky (2009). An important
application is the distribution of medical supplies to respond to large-scale
emergencies such as natural disasters or terrorist attacks.
Time Dependent VRP (TDVRP): Travel time between two customers or
between a client and the deposit depends on the distance between the
points and the time of day is considered. Malandraki and Daskin (1992)
presented a state of-the-art; Donati et al. (2008) used ACO to solve the
problem.
CVRP on trees (TCVRP): Consists of determining vehicle collection routes
starting and ending at the depot, such that: the weight associated with any
given vertex is collected by exactly one vehicle. This type of problem can
be found on railway lines, rivers, and rural road networks. The problem
was formulated and solved through heuristics in the paper presented by
Labbé, Laporte and Mercure (1991) and solved by exact way in Mbaraga,
Langevin and Laporte (1999).
Truck and Trailer routing Problem (TTRP): The truck and trailer routing
problem (TTRP) is a variant of the well-known vehicle routing problem
(VRP). Different from the VRP, in the TTRP, customers are serviced by a
fleet of trucks and trailers. Due to some practical constraints, some
customers can only be serviced by a single truck. The other customers can
be serviced by a single truck or a truck pulling a trailer. A heuristic
approach was present by Caramia and Guerriero (2010); Villegas et al.
(2010) presented a hybrid metaheuristic.
Vehicle routing problems with backhauls (VRPB): Includes both a set of
customers to whom products are to be delivered, and a set of vendors
whose goods need to be transported back to the distribution center. Wade
and Salhi (2003) presented an Ant algorithm for solving the problem.
García-Nájera (2012) presented a multi-objective strategy for VRPB.
VRP with heterogeneous fleet (VRPHE): Fleet of vehicles of different
capacities. Sometimes considered or not fixed costs and / or variables in
the fleet. Lima, Goldbarg and Goldbarg (2004) presented a memetic
algorithm to solve the problem. (). The problem considering time windows
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was solved by Paraskevopoulos et al. (2008). Kwon, Choi and Lee (2013)
solved the problem considering carbon emissions.
Vehicle Routing problem with multiple routes (VRPM): Consists in
determining the routing of a fleet of vehicles where each vehicle can
perform multiple routes at a specific time horizon. It is relevant in
applications where the duration of each route is limited; it can found when
perishable goods are transported. Olivera and Viera, (2007)have solved
the problem using Adaptative memory programming (). Azi, Gendreau and
Potvin (2010) proposed an Adaptative Large Neighborhood Search to
solve VRPM.
VRP with Pick Up and Delivery (VRPPD): Is defined over a net. Where
some nodes represent delivery customers who expect deliveries from a
depot, and other nodes represent pickup customers who have available
supply to be picked up and transported to a depot Nagy and Salhi (2003)
proposed different algorithms for solving the problem. The most cited
article is Chen and Wu (2006) in this work the problem was solved using
hybrid heuristics. Subramian et al. (2010) proposed a parallel
heuristic.VRP with time deadlines (VRPTD): In this problem, the travel
times are not fixed but rather depend both on the distance between two
vertices and the time of the day (e.g., it takes longer to get from one
location to another during rush hours). The contribution of this variant is
more closely modeling situations observed in the real world. Thangiah,
Vinayagamoorty and Gubbi (1993) solved the problem with genetic and
local algorithm; Özyurt, Aksen and Aras (20065) performed a state of the
art of VRPTD.
VRP with time windows (VRPTW): The aim is to serve all customers in a
defined time interval. Solomon (1987) presented solutions, methods and
applications. In Solomon (1987) the design and analysis of algorithms for
vehicle routing and scheduling problems was considered with time window
constraints. In this work were found several heuristics with performed well
in different variants of VRP. Bräysy and Gendreau (2005) presented a
complete review of metaheuristics applied to the problem. Lau, Sim and
Teo (2003) proposed Tabu search by a holding list and a mechanism to
force dense packing within a route.
VRP with Private Fleet Common Carrier (VRPPC): In this problem the
clients can be served either by its own fleet of vehicles or assigned to an
external common carrier. The worst case occurs if the demand exceeds
the total capacity of the own fleet or if it is more economical to do so with
external fleet. Naud and Potvin (2009) provided a Tabu Search with
ejections chains to solve VRPPC; Euchi, Chabchoub and Yassine (2011)
used an evolutionary algorithm for addressing VRPPC.Vehicle Schedulingrouting Problem (VSRP): The problem is solved in two stages: the
definition of routes and other allocation of crews to routes. Thompson and
Psaraftis (1993) presented neighborhood search algorithms named cyclic
transfer algorithms. Qiu et al. (2002) presented some algorithms for solving
the problem considering automatic guided vehicles. Minocha, Tripathi and
Mohan (2011) proposed an algorithm which incorporates a local search
technique with genetic algorithm approach to solve VRPTW, because
VRPTW is an example of scheduling in constrained environment. VRP
and scheduling with time window (VRSPTW): In the objective function, the
costs include a timeout variable when a vehicle arrives too early to a
location. Koskosidis, Powell and Solomon (1982) presented a heuristic for
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addressing the problem. One of the most important works in this topic it is
developed by Solomon (1987).
These types of problems are in turn other variants that consider aspects
such as scenarios properties and physical characteristics.
Scenario properties: Number of stops on the route, constraints associated
with the partition of the load, deterministic or stochastic quantities by
customer demands, time required by consumers, service sites, waiting
times, structure time windows, time horizon, node types (supply demand,
or both) and consideration of environmental effects.
Physical characteristics of the problem: Design transport network, allowed
for bows orientation (unidirectional or bidirectional), the location of
customers (nodes or edges), number of deposits, number and types of
vehicles available, capacity constraints, travel time, travel costs, elements
(people, animals, boxes, etc.) are transported.
VRP has been studied in a wide variety of publications. Bodin (1974)
presented the taxonomic structure of the problem without considering
actual demands. Bodin and Golden (1981) described a taxonomy of
routing and assignment problems in that ranking 13 features are proposed.
Laporte (1992) introduced a classification of exact methods split into three
categories i) direct tree search methods, ii) dynamic and iii) Integer Linear
Programming. Fukasawa et al. (2004) presented a Robust branch-and-cutand-price for the CVRP. Sbihi and Eglease (2007) .presented an
introduction to Green Logistics issues that are relevant to vehicle routing
and scheduling including discussion of the environmental objectives that
should be considered.
Yeun et al (2008) presented a review of the state-of- the- art from 1986 to
2006 which includes VRPTW, CVRP VRPPD and problems. Eksioglu,
Vural and Reisman (2009) presented VRP nomenclature, incorporating all
its variants and associated with the available literature to date. In Kumar
and Pannerselvam (2012), the main variants of the CVRP and VRPTW
problem framed in the supply chain are presented, the contributions of
different authors are classified into three categories heuristic, metaheuristic
and hybrid methods. Finally Vidal et al. (2013) analyzed in detail 64
successful metaheuristics applied to 15 variants of VRP, primarily
identifying the algorithm design and its main characteristics in terms of: the
solution space, neighborhood strategies, search paths, mechanisms
control memory, hybrid strategies, and parallelism and decomposition
problems.

4. MATHEMATICAL MODELS
VRP can be modeled in different forms. Such as Vehicle Flow
Formulations (VFF), Commodity Flow Formulations (CFF) and Set
Partitioning Formulation (SPF). These basic models can be modified to
reach a specific VRP.
VFF: This formulation is weak in the presence of a hard constraints model.
It is useful when you must perform assignments of vehicles to routes. The
number of variables is polynomial and number of constraints is
exponential.
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A
V
S
cij

Set of arcs
Set of vertices
Set of clients
non negative cost

K
Xij

Number of vehicles available
Binary variable activated if the arc i, j is used.

VFF: The CVRP can be described as a theoretical problem in graph
theory. Where G = (V , A) is a complete graph, where V = {0 , ..., n}. The
vertices i = 1,..., n correspond to consumers and the vertex 0 corresponds
to the depot. If the costs of the matrix C are asymmetric then being
scanned ACVRP. Constraints (2) and (3) indicate that exactly one arc
enters and leaves each vertex is associated with a consumer. Similarly,
constraints (4) and (5) impose the degree of vertex deposit requirement.
Capacity-cut constraints (CCCs) expressed in (6) impose connectivity
solution with the capacity requirements of the vehicle, they stipulate that
each cut defined by S is crossed by a number of not less arcs r(S)
(minimum number of vehicles needed to meet the set S). Constraint (7)
defines the binary nature of the variables xij.
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CFF: The graph should be extended to a whole directed graph G = (V',
A'). Two new non-negative variables yij and yji must be added, these
variables are associated to each arc i,j belonging to A'. If the vehicle
travels from i to j, then yij and yji, deliver the vehicle load and the residual
capacity of the vehicle through the arch respectively, yji = C- yij. The
positions invested in equity if the vehicle travels from j to i. Therefore, the
equation yij + yji = C is maintained for each arc i, j belonging to A'. The flow
conservation constraints (9) say that the difference between the sums of
the flow of goods associated with the arcs represent the quantities
delivered and collected at each vertex i is equal to twice the demand of
node i. Constraints (10)-(12) determine the correct values of incident flow
of goods within the deposits. Restrictions (13) and (14) correspond to the
ratio between the flow vehicle and the goods flow variables and the degree
of the vertex, respectively. Constraints (15) and (16) define nature of the
variables.
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SPP: H = {H1,...,Hq} denotes the collection of circuits of G, each
corresponding to a feasible route, with q = |H|. Hj each circuit has an
associated cost cj. Constraint (18) indicates that each user i has to be
addressed exactly once by one of the selected circuit, and (19) requires
that k circuits are selected. Constraint (20) defines the binary nature of the
variables xij. (Toth and Vigo, 2002).
Marinakis, Migdalas and Pardalos, 2007 proposed the bi-level formulation
where clients are assigned to a single route until the route reaches its
capacity or time limit. A new client is subsequently selected as seed clients
for a new route and the process continues. A client that has not yet been
assigned to a route can be a client-seed and is used to initialize a new
route. The objective function of the problem of first level minimizes the sum
of the costs for client’s seed from the depot. The objective function of the
problem of second level describes the path cost of each vehicle based on
the allocation of first-level problem. The model retains all the basic VRP
constraints.

5. SOLUTION TECHNIQUES
Solution Techniques can be classified as depicted in Figure 1.
5.1. Exact techniques
The VRP in its different forms, was initially addressed using exact
techniques such as Branch and Bound algorithm proposed by Laporte and
Nobert (1987); Fischetti, Toth and Vigo (1994) and Baldacci and Mingozzi
(2004), Branch and Cut considered by Cordeau (2006), Branch and Price
was posed byPessoa et al., 2008; Martinelli et al., 2011,and Branch and
Cut and Price proposed by Baldacci et al.,( 2010).
5.2. Heuristics
Heuristics for the VRP are divided into three classes: two phases,
construction and iterative improvement.
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5.2.1. The two-phase heuristics divide the problem into two stages:
customer allocation to route and determination the order of the visit. The
iterative improvement receives an initial solution and then another heuristic
by inter and intra route movements between customers to explore the
solution space.Inside this classification Beasley (1983) proposed the
strategy Cluster first-Route second and Routed first-Cluster Second.
5.2.2. Construction heuristics. Construction heuristic starts from an empty
solution which is filled considering feasible alternatives. This kind of
heuristics includes savings algorithm in two versions parallel and
sequential posed by Clar and Wright(1964). Insertion heuristics, the
solution is created by inserting customers who have not been assigned to
a route proposed by Mole and Jameson (1976); and Laporte et al. (2002).
5.2.3. Iterative improvement heuristics. It is for the betterment of the
individual routes, and use concepts such as Lambda exchange, Or - OPT,
Van-Breedam Operators, Breedam, GENI and GENIUS, widespread
insertions proposed by Gendreau, Hertz and Laporte (2001), cyclic
transfers, Cross - exchange neighborhood, which is the generalization
three neighborhoods: insert, swap and Two - OPT. A detailed explanation
of these techniques is found in Corona (2005).

The improvement heuristics inter-and intra-route are widely used into
search in the solutions space of any metaheuristic, because of the
importance of these strategies is shown in detail their the philosophy. In
Subramanian (2012) these strategies are described graphically and
algorithmically. The Figures 2, 3 and 4 are based on this document.
From an initial configuration, Figure 2 (a), the following Inter-route
heuristics are applied.
• Reinsertion: a client of your current position is extracted and inserted in a
different position. In the Figure 2 (b), the client 6 is extracted from its
current position and inserted between the nodes 2 and 3.
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• Or-Opt2: two adjacent clients from its current position are extracted and
inserted in a different position, without changing the order between them.
In this case, the client 6 and the client 7 are removed and reinserted, as
seen in Figure 2 (c).
• Or-Opt3: three adjacent clients from its current position are extracted and
inserted in a different position, without changing the order between them.
In this case, the clients 6, 7 and 8 are removed and reinserted between 2
and 3 customers, as seen in Figure 2 (d).
• Exchange: any two clients are taken within the route and their locations
are exchanged. In this case, client 3 and 8 are taken and their positions
are interchanged, as shown in Figure 2 (e).
• Reverse: the direction of the route is reversed if the maximum load of the
route is reduced. In this case all edges with its inverted address are
displayed, as seen in Figure 2 (g).

The Shift and Swap are Intra-route heuristics based on the exchange ג.
From an initial configuration, apply the following heuristics:
• Shift (1, 0): a client of the route r1 is inserted on r2. For this case, the
customer 5 is transferred from a route r1 to a route r2, as shown in Figure
3 (b).
• Swap (1, 1): a customer m of the route r1 is inserted into the r2 and client
n is transferred from r2 to r1. In Figure 3 (c), clients 4 and 5 are transferred
between routes.
• Shift (2,0): two clients are taken from r1 and are inserted into r2. For this
case, customers 5 and 6 which are in the route r1 are transferred to r2, as
shown in Figure 3 (d).
• Swap (2, 1): two clients A and B are taken from r1 and C client from r2.
Clients A and B are introduced on r2 and client C is located on r1. For this
case, clients 5 and 6 are relocated on r2 and client 4 is located on r1 as
shown in Figure 3 (e).
• Swap (2, 2): two clients A and B are taken from route r1 and two clients C
and D of the route r2. Customers A and B are introduced on r2 and C and D
customers are introduced on r1. For this case, a customer 5 and 6 passes
the route r2 and clients 3 and 4 moves r1 as shown in Figure 3 (f).
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• Crossing: the customer arch linking A with the route B in r1 and the arc
joining the client C and D in r2 are eliminated. Proceed to add two new
arcs: one that customer A to D, and other than a customer B to C. In this
case, the arcs (3,4) are removed and (6,56.5) and replaced by arcs (6,4)
and (3,5), as shown in Figure 3 (g).
• K-Shift: a customer adjacent of r1 is taken and these are transferred at
the end of r2. In this case, the clients 6 and 7 of the route r1 is taken and
transferred to the end of the route r2, as shown in Figure 4.

One of the most successful heuristics is LKH algorithm. Chained LinKernighan is an effective method for obtaining very good TSP solutions,
even for large scale problems. Usually produce optimal tours for modestsize instances, with several thousand cities (Helsgaun, 2000).
This heuristic is a variation of the local search depth, which begins with a
feasible tour T and from this a neighborhood of tours T1, T2, ..., Tn, is
explored by changing k arcs of T. k changes are needed to decrease the
length of the tour. The process ends when you cannot find improvements
and said the tour is k-opt, Lin has studied the cases k = 2 and k = 3, finding
solutions to the TSP of very good quality and very short computation. The
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importance of this heuristics is based that has been used successfully in
matheuristics algorithms (Escobar et al., 2013).
5.3. Metaheuristics
Metaheuristics have been adapted and intensively used for solve different
variants of VRP. The main types of metaheuristics which have been
applied to solve to the VRP are: Simulated Annealing, Determinist
Annealing, Tabu Search implemented by Renaud et al., (1996); Prins et
al., 2007; Li et al (2012), Genetic Algorithms proposed byLacomme et al.
(2001); Jorgensen and Larsen (2006); Minocha et al. (2011), Ant colony
optimization was posed by Donati et al. (2008); Pop et al. (2008)), Iterative
Location Search proposed by Azi et al. (2010), Variable neighborhood
Search implemented by Hemmelmayr and Doerner (2009).
To apply such strategies is necessary to define a sufficiently clear and
robust coding that allows representing an alternative solution where the
value of the objective function and its feasibility is efficiently calculated for
all the configurations.
It is also necessary to identify heuristics that can improve the performance
of the technique chosen. It is important to define strategies that deliver
quality settings and local search mechanisms that allow for efficient and
effective exploration of the solution space. Only the metaheuristics applied
to VRP deserve space on multiple items, because many authors not
mentioned in this document have made quite creative proposals to improve
this methodology type where the performance is evident in the responses
and times computer. So the study of the variation of VRP interest requires
special attention when a metaheuristic strategy is defined as an alternative
solution.
5.4. Matheuristics
This kind of methods consists in hybrid strategies that combine elements of
heuristic techniques, metaheuristic techniques and methodologies exact
solution as BB, BC and BCP. Here the sub-problems are identified and
modeled in exact way then are solved by commercial integer linear
programming solver. Dynamic programming or Lagrangean relaxation
sometimes is used for this step. This techniques were been used by Prins
et al. (2007); Pessoa et al. (2008); Martinelli et al. (2011); Escobar et al.
(2013).

6. EMISSION ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES
Unlike other vehicle emissions, the CO2 is directly proportional to fuel
consumption (Romilly, 1999; Hutton, 2002). The emissions of diesel
engines vary according to the type and density of diesel used. The
standard diesel emits 2.82 kg CO2/liter and ultra-low sulfur diesel 2.57 kg
CO2/liter. In general, the environmental conversion factors DETR (report,
2000) (Department of Environmental Transport and The regions) claims
that diesel exhaust even the ultra-low sulfur diesel correspond to 2.68 kg
CO2/liter. This value is comparable to that established the Australian Office
greenhouse, which states that approximately 2.7 kg CO2/liter (Palmer,
2008).
Regarding the consideration of CO2 emissions in the vehicle routing
problem, there are different approaches that have proposed different
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methodologies to estimate the value of emissions through unique values
present emission estimates based on liters of fuel consumed, others
consider the distance and weight carried between two points, vehicle
acceleration, slope of the road, etc. These elements are considered within
the objectives to minimize or within the constraints to consider. An
overview of the publications has addressed the issue presented in Table1.

Haga clic sobre la imagen para ampliarla
According to Table 1, some formulations that calculate fuel consumption
are presented. To implement any of these proposals it is necessary to
identify the information available to solve the specific case. In several of
these studies, formulations presented by the Ministries of Transport of
Japan and United Kingdom are considered. .
In Figliozzi (2010) the problem is defined like EVRP. This research
considers a function developed by the U.K. Transport Research Laboratory
that links emissions and travel speeds (16). This formulation considers also
departing time. The volume of emissions generated by traveling from
client i to client j and departing at time bi is named vij(bi). Alpha values
{αo, α1, α2, α3} = {1,576;-17.6; 0.00117; 36,067} are constant parameters
for each type of vehicle, and for other types of vehicles these parameters
maybe polynomial terms or their inverses.
slij= denotes the speed at departure time in the time interval l.
dlij= distance between i and j in the time interval l.
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Two formulations are present. One of them considers a multiobjective
function that includes the costs of vehicles; distance traveled, route
durations, and emissions. The emissions term uses equation (21). The
other one corresponds a three objective model, the first is minimize the
number of vehicles as a primary objective, and distance travelled as a
secondary objective without violating time windows, route durations, or
capacity constraints, equation (21) is included in this objective. The tertiary
objective is the minimization of distance traveled and route duration costs.
In Suzuki (2011) proposed the effect of the speed according to the road
gradient. cij is defined like vehicle’s fuel consumption rate (mpg) between
nods I and j. Where α0 and α1 represents speed regression intercept and
speed regression slope respectively. ϓij is a road gradient factor
between I and j. The effect of vehicle payload on mpg for heavy-duty trucks
studied by the UK Department for transport can be characterized by the
linear function.

Where L is the payload (in pounds), β0 ≥0 is the mpg of a truck when it is
empty and β1<0 is the coefficient measuring the loss of mpg caused by an
additional pound of payload. yij represents a set of clients yet to be visited
when the vehicle is traveling on arc (i, j). li denotes the weight of the load to
be delivered to customer i. Using this terms is formuled ij, the payload
factor that measures the deviation of a vehicle’s mpg in each arc from the
average value based on the payload, as:

Expressions (22) and (24) are used in the formulation of the objective
function.
In Xiao et al. (20122013) was formulated a linear function dependent on
vehicle load for fuel consumption. Considering the following terms:
Where c0 is the unit fuel cost, dij is the distance from i to j, and xij is a
binary variable. r as the set of customers on the route.
xij is a binary variable that takes one value when the arc between clients i,j
is used on the route.
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7. TRENDS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN GREEN VRP
A review of the state of the art routing problems and its connection with the
environmental aspect was conducted, the objective is to motivate
researchers from disciplines such as operations research, management
science, logistics and environmental sciences at the line of research of
green vehicle routing problem.
GVRP literature is still in the theoretical field where idealized models are
proposed, the objective is to minimize the gap with real applications that
generate opportunities for application in enterprises wishing efficient and
sustainable operation.
Based on the above it follows that matheuristics strategies are being used
intensively by the excellent performance in results and computational
times . The field of hyper-heuristics is quite rich and promising, and is
seen as a strategy to strengthen hybrid strategies because more and more
applications require custom algorithms for solving variants from VRPs.
The environmental aspect should be considered in the proposed new
settlement of any variant of VRP, because sustainability those
organizations should consider when developing their operations.
Multiobjective programming is proposed as an interesting alternative to be
implemented due to the need to take into account the environmental
impact reduction strategy.
According with some authors time windows and customer satisfaction level
need to work together because is necessary to find trade-off between the
economic cost and the environmental cost in routing problems.
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